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About This Game

The team at Sharpened Edge studios have spent years studying the great shmups to figure out their mechanics, difficulty
balance, and challenge. The result of their work is Saviors: the ultimate bullet hell co-op experience.

After aliens conquer earth, you’re humanity’s one last hope for survival. Customize your ship and wage war through 18 huge
levels.

Key Features

Survival Mode – one life to live. How far can you go?

Fun and original 2 player co-op game mode. Players have different weapons and roles and need to work together to
succeed

Full 3d engine, with real life particle physics and weapon ballistics.

Online leaderboards with downloadable replays

100 different Steam achievements
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These weapons are sweet and add alot of the game when it comes to selection of weapons. My favorite weapon from this pack is
the "Flare Revolver" and the "Tommy Gun". The Flare Revolver acts like a firework in your hands and is alot of fun to shoot, it
can even light enemies on fire. The Tommy Gun is really well done and gives you the army feel that some people want to have
while fighting there way through the waves. The other 2 weapons are for the Berserker and aren't the greatest. The Scythe is a
slower melee weapon but is still powerful. The Buzzsaw Bow mows through enemies which can be beneficial if used at the right
time, but the downfall of that weapon is that there is not alot of ammo. This weapon pack is a must have for veterans of the
game. This weapon pack is awesome and I highly recommend it to anyone wanting more of an arsenal to choose from.. It's hard
to recommend you buy this game with there being a million free versionf of Candy Crush nowadays. It's a matching game.
Plenty of modes. If it's your cup of tea, it's not bad. Soundtrack is OK but repetitive.. I got to repair, plot course, and navigate a
submarine, which was nice.. Two new characters, new skills to use for your avatar and a few new skills to use for hit and goku.
Needs a STORY DLC like the tournament between the two universes or something entirely new. The amount of content will
only satisfy you for a couple hours and thats it. Please improve the AI as well, sometimes it does get too easy to fight offline
enemies.. A very good game.
For all fans of AoT this game is a must and also for people looking for action games this is very good.

The game includes the first and second season of the anime Attack on Titan / Shingeki no Kyojin. The story is played with its
own character and can make friends with the main characters.
In addition, there are several modes, where it is also possible to play with the main characters or as a Titan.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ein sehr gutes Spiel.
Für alle Fans von AoT ist dieses Spiel ein muss und auch für Menschen die Action Spiele suchen ist dieses sehr gut.

Das Spiel enthält die erste und zweite Staffel des Animes Attack on Titan/Shingeki no Kyojin. Die Geschichte spielt man mit
seinem eigenen Charakter durch und kann sich mit den Hauptpersonen anfreunden.
Zusätzlich gibt es noch mehrere Modus, wo es auch möglich ist mit den Hauptfiguren zu spielen oder als Titan.. Root Letter is
like an enjoyable weekend trip. Nothing particularly earth-shattering happens, but it's just fun to be around and savour every
moment of it. It is an incredibly nostalgic game, even though I have never been to Matsue. I would recommend it, especially if
you are trying to learn Japanese. 4/5

Pros:
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 - Matsue seem like a fun city to visit
 - Characters seem like real people
 - Good voice acting
 - The contrast between past and present is used well
 - Great soundtrack

Cons:
 - At times feels like an advertisement made by Matsue Tourism Board
 - The main plot is a bit uneventful
 - Investigation and interrogations do not feel great. Max-mode is particularly confusing.. I got the best racing experience of all
time. This game is a masterpiece. Its 100 times better than NFS, Forza etc.
If you like racing games i would highly recomend this game!
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Firstly I loved these games growing up.

However,
this game on Steam is crap. Sorry to say it but it needs an update and BADLY no one is willing to play in a screen of less than
16:9. And this is running in a DOS box!? Please... You can do better than this Xatrix Entertainment/Valve/Steam. Oh! And
another thing. Missing audio files!? SERIOUSLY!!? I can't even believe this you guys. "Sure we'll have this on steam and never
do anything with it after that." Thanks. Love the game, Hate the execution.. Wonderful puzzler!
Great ambient sounds a calm music combined with some solid puzzles and you got a wonderful game.
. This is pretty good for a student project. The gameplay is great and that is the most important part. Unfortunately, the graphics
are simple, colorful and have sharp edges; they are just bad enough that they sometimes interfere with gameplay by disorienting
or confusing me otherwise. Doesn't cost anything to try the game out, though, so why not?. Very broken game.. glad Steam
offers refunds now. I bought this game with a 90% off coupon so i cant personally say that i got ripped off, but if you buy this
game for full or even half price you are most definately getting your money's worth. This overpriced appdiguising itself as a full
fledged game is not only boring it is a liar. the gameplay, although there are a fair few modes is simplistic and was done better in
10,000,000. the game tries to sell itself on a 3D gimmick based of using your webcam to track your face and eyes and move the
puzzle around accordingly to create the ilusion of three dimensional space and depth. although on their own the graphics are,
while not interesting or overly baried, are clean and sharp, but the camera is so bad at the face tracking that the whole game is
allways shaking around in a manner that made my head hurt. when turned off on the other hand the game loses any pop it had
and the fact that the name itself implies that the game is 3D, selling itself as different because of the 3D loses its purpose.

3\/10 just avoid, not offensive necissaraly, there isnt enough to it to be offensive, just a plain bad game.. This game in a nutshell
: Dragonball but you replace the balls with people.

11/10 You know it's a good VN when the MC ask random woman if she is ♥♥♥♥♥ without a second thought.
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